
10 tips to transform
how you work with   
subject matter  
experts



Subject matter experts are a hugely valuable sales and marketing resource.  
They’re the key to establishing your brand as the place to go to for helpful advice  
and guidance. By bringing your experts to the frontline of your communications  
and getting their expertise to shine through you can increase perceptions of your 
skills and knowledge. Yet so many businesses waste the opportunity. 

Get the inside edge on starting your experts blogging for  
your business with hints and tips we’ve pulled together  
from our 16 years of experience. 

Are you making the  
most of your experts? 

?
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Where businesses  
go wrong with  
expert input

Have you ever got to the end of a blog post from an expert and wondered 
what it was all about? Chances are, the expert had written it with no input 
from the marketing team. 

You can always spot when expert input hasn’t been put through the filter 
of what’s helpful for the customer. It’s full of technical terms and industry 
jargon to the extent it’s hard to recognise as English. In fact, it’s often so 
packed with tech speak that no one’s had the courage to check it makes 
sense at all to the average reader. 

The result is customer frustration; they can see the knowledge is there but 
can’t access it in a meaningful way. It’s alienating and does nothing for 
engagement. Plus, when the experts don’t see any positives coming out of 
the process the initiative loses their goodwill. Remember, a lot of experts 
will be sceptical about the value of marketing in the first place.

There’s a better way!
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Our 10 tips at a glance

Tip 2 Set your programme up to create content quickly

Tip 3 Don’t let your experts decide what’s good blog content

Tip 1 Get buy in for your subject matter expert programme 

Tip 6 Take time at the beginning of your interview to set the scene 

Tip 7 Frame questions that tease out expertise 

Tip 4 Work out how your expert likes to share info

Tip 5 Keep your interview calls individual and short 

Tip 8 Focus your writing on bringing out the expert’s voice 

Tip 9 Make your timings clear to everyone involved

Tip 10 Share your expert content as widely as possible on social media
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To create a strong thought leadership position on your blog you need to offer a regular stream of expertise.  
It’s a commitment, and it needs buy-in from your senior leadership team as well as your experts.  
Make it a two-step process: 

1. Start at the top 
Pitch the benefits of expert input as high as you can go in your 
organisation. Be clear it’s an investment that will take time to 
deliver, but one that it’s worth making. Share examples of how 
other leaders in your sector are doing it. Paint a picture of what 
you’d like to achieve. 

Having the backing of leadership is a useful incentive to get 
reluctant experts on board. 

Tip 1. Get buy in for your subject 
matter expert programme

2. Explain your objectives to  
your experts

If you’ve never done anything like this in your business before, 
consider creating a brief explainer of what you’re doing and 
why. Be clear about where the experts fit in to the programme, 
that you realise their time is valuable and that you’ll guide them 
through the process, every step of the way. Be prepared to share 
examples of subject matter expert blog posts you’ve created 
before to establish credibility and give them some idea of what 
you’re looking to produce. Above all, use your senior leadership 
buy in to get them taking part in your programme part of their 
business as usual.

5Secure commitment to sharing expertise from the top down.



Tip 2. Set your programme  
up to create content quickly

Out of date expertise is no good to anyone. It might even backfire on your 
brand, making you look backward and out of touch. 

Creating a stream of expert blog posts depends upon getting the expertise across to 
customers in a timely way so they can act upon the info promptly – and this needs a 
smooth and swift content creation process. 

Don’t wait until you have a topic that needs talking about to find your expert.  
Create a network of specialists who have committed to producing regular content,  
so you can reach out to them and get their inputs turned around for your blog fast. 

An established network means you can strike a good balance between planning and 
responsiveness. You’ll be able to put together a rough schedule that rotates blog post 
subjects between your experts. You can plan for content series and regular features  
that will build a readership following and meet the information needs of your  
target audience – but also know you have the flexibility to respond to current  
issues quickly, as they arise. 

6Build your network of experts before you start sharing expertise on your blog.



Tip 3. Don’t let your 
experts decide  
what’s good  

Marketing needs to be the ultimate decider of what expertise to share with customers.

It might sound counterintuitive because the experts hold the knowledge  
but keep your topic choices a marketing decision.

If you leave it to the expert, you risk ending up with obscure thoughts on a niche  
area of speciality that are only of interest to other specialists. 

Instead, make your starting point what your customers want to know from  
your experts. Ask your sales teams about the conversations they’re having  
with customers. What keeps coming up? Look at everything through the  
‘what matters to the customer’ lens.
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Tip 4. Work out how your 
expert likes to share info

Letting your expert decide how they want to share knowledge will result in 
better blog content.

Effectively mining blog post content isn’t a one-size-fits-all process. The key to making the process as 
easy as possible for you and your experts is to work out which of the four main personas they are: 

The confident 
writer  
This expert thinks best by 
getting their thoughts down 
on paper and finds it easier to 
create a first draft of the blog 
post themselves. They have 
a good grasp of your blogging 
approach and, after agreeing 
a topic and an angle, will 
produce something that just 
needs a light edit.

The hesitant 
writer
This expert feels writing  
blog posts is beyond their 
skillset and is reluctant to try. 
They may be less clued-up 
about marketing and find it 
hard to angle their expertise 
to the customer point of view. 
They prefer time to prepare 
and are happiest providing 
bullet points for your copy 
team to work up into a  
blog post. 

The eloquent 
talker  
Always one to jump on a call 
rather than send an email, this 
expert finds it easiest to talk 
you through their thinking. 
Coherent information just 
flows out of them and all you 
have to do is let them brain 
dump to you on a given topic, 
and the blog posts almost 
write themselves.

The cautious 
talker
More of a black and white 
thinker, this expert needs 
precise questions to help them 
convey their expertise. If you 
don’t ask it, they won’t give 
it. To extract the insight you 
need to write a strong blog 
post you’ll need to conduct a 
highly structured telephone 
interview using lots of prompts 
to expand. It might be a good 
idea to submit your questions 
in advance. 
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Tip 5. Keep your interview 
calls individual and short 

9Investing time in conducting one-to-one rather than group interviews 
saves project time overall.

An effective interview call is a comfortable conversation between 
interviewer and interviewee that stays on topic and covers all the  
ground you need. 

In our experience, the more experts you have on a call at any one time, the less 
effective the call. 

You might think a group interview will lead to helpful debate between experts, teasing 
out more knowledge for your blog post to share. In reality, it’ll lead to painful pauses 
while the experts all wait for one another to speak or unintelligible chat where you 
can’t tell who’s saying what. If your topic requires input from several experts, have 
several calls. 

When it comes to interview calls, try to secure a 30-minute slot with your expert.  
This is long enough for a focused conversation about your topic and is a reasonable  
ask from the diary of a busy specialist. Longer calls can complicate the process, covering 
too much information for one blog post and generating unnecessary inputs that you have 
to sift through to pull out strong, focused content. 



Tip 6. Take time at the 
beginning of your interview 
to set the scene 

Always ask permission to record the interview so you can focus on 
directing the conversation, rather than on scribbling notes.

Investing a few minutes at the start to set the scene will help you get  
the most from your remaining time. 

Here’s what you need to cover: 

• Who you are and what your role is in the content creation process

• How their input will be used, with campaign context if relevant

• That your expertise lies in crafting content, not in the topic under discussion,  
and that means you’ll ask for clarification whenever you don’t understand.  
Your job is to translate the expertise into language the customer can easily access.
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Tip 7. Frame questions 
that tease out expertise 

Always prepare more questions than you think you’ll need, to keep the 
conversation flowing.

An effective interview question is open ended and short. You want to encourage the expert 
to share their knowledge with a clear request, so it’s a good idea to prepare questions in 
advance to cut down the likelihood you’ll waffle and confuse your interviewee. 

Customise these questions to  
fit your topic to get you started: 
• What customer pain points can X address? 

• Why should customers care about X? What’s in it for them? 
(Look for genuine benefits and not a list of features)

• What’s the biggest mistake a customer can make with X?

• What will be the impact if the customer does nothing  
about X? 

Take the time to get the context  
of your topic and get a sense of  
scale and pace: 
• How fast are things changing around X? 

• How big is this trend? 

• Where do you see the future of X going? 
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The 5 essential asks  
for every interview 

“What’s the main 
message you want the 
reader to take away 
from this blog post?”

1
Examples or use cases, 

either positive or negative, 
to bring the topic to life 

for your readers

2
More info: “That’s 

interesting, could you  
give me a bit more detail 

about that?”

3

Ask if they’ve got  
anything else to add at  

the end of the interview.  
This could flag up an area 
you’ve unwittingly missed  
out or could raise issues  
that would make another  

good blog post

4
Ask if you can  

follow up with them  
if anything is unclear when 

you’re listening back to 
the interview and how 

they’d prefer to  
be contacted

5



Tip 8. Focus your writing 
on bringing out the 
expert’s voice 

13Never publish an expert blog post that doesn’t have a strong customer angle at its heart.

Of course, the process of creating great content doesn’t stop at the end of the 
interview. Then it’s over to your copywriters to take what you’ve learnt from 
your experts and turn it into something your target audience will want to 
read, and will feel has value. 

When your experts review your first draft, they may want to make significant changes. 
You need to hold a firm line that accepts factual corrections from the expert but stays 
true to the angle and story of the blog post as determined by marketing. 

The messages that come through must be true to your marketing objectives, not the 
personal agenda of the expert, but you can still give the piece a strong flavour of the 
expert’s voice.

3 tips to bring your  
expert’s voice through: 
1. Listen out for turns of phrase in the 

interview that you can incorporate  
to give a personal feel

2. Make sure your blog post reads 
naturally, as though the expert is 
speaking directly to the reader

3. Write in the first person to underline 
the fact it’s the expert’s opinion. 
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Tip 9. Make your  
timings clear to  
everyone involved

Make your timescales clear from the beginning, so everyone goes into the process 
knowing what’s expected of them.

Remember, you want your blog content to be as topical and relevant as 
possible, so you’ll want to turn the blog post round promptly. 

To keep on track, be clear about your timescales with your expert interviewees.  
Let them know when they can expect a first draft from you and when you’d like  
them to respond by. It’s much better to have this agreed upfront, rather than to get  
into a situation where your chasing up comes across like unwelcome nagging, souring 
your relationship.



Tip 10. Share your  
expert content as widely  
as possible on social media

Offer to post on social media on behalf of senior leadership. It’s easier for them 
and increases your reach. 

When everyone involved has invested time and effort in creating blog content, 
you want it to reach as much of your target audience as possible and this means 
sharing widely across social media. 

Obviously, you’ll promote your expert’s blog post across your company channels, 
but you can reach a wider audience if you get your experts to share it on their 
own accounts, too. 

Think about putting together a post for them to share. This will make it as easy 
as possible for those who are short of time and will show anyone nervous about 
what to say how it’s done. Remember, the more straightforward and stress-free 
you can make things, the more likely they’ll be to help you in the future. 
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At asabell, we’ve been channelling subject matter expertise into compelling and 
effective blog posts for over 16 years. Our reputation is built on our ability to turn 
the most complex of expert thinking into readable blog content that helps the 
target audience make key business decisions. 

We’ve interviewed everyone, from CEOs through to the expert that’s so specialist 
that even the rest of their organisation doesn’t understand what they do.  
And we’ve delivered strong blog content every time. 

Get in touch if you’d like to get your specialists’ expertise out there. 

We’re experts in  
working with experts
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